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Brief

Marine arch type fenders are tough and reliable, simple and long lasting. Providing trouble-free

service for a wide variety of berthing even under the most severe conditions. They have been

consistently popular for many years. Their rugged construction, simplicity and versatility suit them

to a wide variety of berths and wharves.

Arch rubber fender is particularly useful for vessels with high allowable hull pressures and for

locations where mounting space is limited. It can be fitted vertically or horizontally. Based on the

same unit weight of rubber, the energy absorption of arch type fender is 2.3 times higher than D

type fender, 3.5 times higher than the cylindrical rubber fender.

Marine arch fender also can be bolted with UHMW-PE face pads, combining resilience with

low-friction, non-marking properties. This design can reduce the torsion the bottom of the fender

dramatically, then prolong the life-span of rubber fender body. The UHMW-PE face pads have

various colors, and can be replaced easily.

Specification

Available in many sizes from 150mm to 1000mm high and in lengths of 1000mm to 3500mm.

Choice of marine panels design and non marine panels design.

Material of accessories with hot galvanizing or stainless steel.

Other requirements.

Features

Rugged single piece molding for long service life.

Strong bolting arrangement is easy and quick to install.

Excellent shear resistance means eliminates weight chains.

Large range of sizes, lengths and energy indices.

Non-standard lengths, energy index and end profile available.

Dimensions

The dimensions please see the drawing enclosed. Customized solution or any other requirements

please contact us.
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